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A Magical Midsummer Evening
From the
Headmaster
What a busy and enjoyable week we’ve all
had at St John’s. The Senior Production
of “A Midsummer Night’s Dream” set in
our school grounds was truly magical.
On two perfect summer evenings we
were entertained by excellent acting
and comedy, incidental music of an
exceptional quality and, what impressed
me most, stunning teamwork. A truly
memorable evening for me, the audience
and all our guests. Many thanks to Mrs
Long and everyone who supported her for
all your hard work. Thank you!
I have enjoyed working with Year 8 on
their Business Enterprise project and was
proud to watch them marketing their
products in assembly this week. They
ran a sale of their work today, raising
over £1,300 for Place2Be. Once again,
they demonstrated the value of working
together.
Pre-Prep Sports Day was one of the
highlights of the summer. It was clear
that the boys (and their parents!) enjoyed
taking part in the variety of events. The
Year 2 relay was a fitting finale to the
afternoon. The Juniors enjoyed their
Greek Olympics afternoon whilst we’ve
had great success at the end of the cricket
season with a win for the U12A team at
the St Alban’s Tournament and the 1st X1
against The Beacon, not to mention our
staff team win against Merchant Taylors’.
I look forward to seeing many of you
tomorrow evening.

On 20th and 22nd June, the School grounds were transformed into a court in
Athens and a magical forest, for our production of Shakespeare’s “A Midsummer
Night’s Dream.” As we were using an outdoor stage, we made endless pleas to the
weather gods and we were truly blessed to have our show bathed in perfect golden
sunshine on both nights!
Boys from Year 5-8 took to the stage for our outdoor Senior Production, together
with a large crew of musicians and backstage teams who worked hard behind
the scenes on tech, props, wardrobe and publications to ensure a smooth show.
Greeting visitors as they arrived in the car park, Year 5 and 6 entertainers, servants
and courtiers stayed in role throughout and guided the audience to their seating
area in the Duke’s court. Since the performances, we have received many messages
of thanks and congratulations which indicate that the audience loved the play just
as we did. We can’t wait for the next one! You can read more and see a selection of
wonderful pictures on page 13-20.
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Year 8 Business Enterprise
Following months of hard work and preparation, using
the 3D printer, sanding and crafting, the Year 8 Business
Enterprise teams finally brought their ideas to life this Friday.
From designing cool arcades to spectacular frisbees and
manufacturing mystery toy surprises, sale day finally arrived as
the Year 8 teams launched their products. The Norman Hall
was buzzing with excitement as the boys put their business
and marketing skills into practice, promoting their products to

raise money for the nominated school charity which this year is
Place2Be.The stands were crowded as the younger boys played
fun games and purchased their favourite items. Personally, I
thoroughly enjoyed this ten-week skills course, collaborating
in our teams, learning how to manage a business and creating
products that would appeal to St John’s boys. Overall, sale day
was a great success and the boys raised a lot of money for the
charity. Well done Year 8! Ishaan 8J
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Year 8 Business Enterprise cont...
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Year 8 Business Enterprise cont...
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English end of GCSE unit lessons for Year 8
Year 8 had exploratory lessons at the end of their GCSE tester units. Mrs Rizava’s class explored key ideas, characters and themes
in ‘Of Mice and Men’ through connection maps, using masking tape and post-it notes. How do all the characters link to the
American Dream? How do events lead to a tragic ending? Mrs Long’s class wrote six-word stories, trying to intrigue the reader and
select sufficient key words to capture a theme. The sunshine and the good weather was a great form of inspiration as the lesson
took place in an open-air classroom. Well done for completing, reading and studying your GCSE units. Mrs Rizava.
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Quiz Club at St John’s
During this year I have been running a General Knowledge
Quiz club for Years 3 and 4. I put together the quiz myself and
wrote about 20-25 questions on a variety of topics including
Science, History, Music, children’s literature and Geography.
Mr Russo used the first set I wrote to check whether the
difficulty of the questions was at the right level. Once this was
confirmed, I arranged another set of a similar standard.
I attended the Year 3 and Year 4 classrooms and explained
what would be involved in the sessions to introduce the idea
and encourage them to attend one lunch time. I was really
pleased with the positive response and I was surprised by the
high level of attendance and enthusiasm. It was good to see
so much interest amongst the younger boys. The session was

arranged so that the boys divided into small groups and went
through the questions. I would speak to each group and check
how they were doing and I was really impressed with the high
standard of general knowledge. I thought they did really well;
it was also good to see how proud the boys were when they got
the answers correct.
Due to the success of the first session, I repeated this club
three times and the last one took place this Wednesday
lunchtime. I really enjoyed coming up with the questions and
working with the younger boys. It was great fun and I am also
very grateful to Mr Russo for his help supporting me. I hope
the boys have benefitted from the club.
Nishant 7M
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Pre-Prep Sports Day

On Monday afternoon, the sun shone, the audience cheered and the boys tried their best, making it a wonderful day for
everyone. The races were close with positions changing right up to the finishing line. The Year 2 relay is always an exciting
conclusion to the event but this year it was closer than ever with the Badgers just winning. Congratulations to everyone
involved.
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Pre-Prep Sports Day
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The Lambs had fun in the sunshine….
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Léon and Bhagat enjoy their football

Léon, in the Badgers has played in three football tournaments recently. In the Northwood Tournament, he played against his
friend Bhagat, in the Eagles. The competition was fierce during the game, but afterwards they hugged as best friends. Léon
has been playing as a keeper and also as a forward and when not making impressive saves, he has been scoring goals. In the
Harefield and Wealdstone Tournaments Léon and his team won medals and a cup each, for winning both Leagues. Keep up the
good work boys.

Aiden in the Eagles
Aiden in the Eagles is a member of Northwood Gymnastics. They took
part in a gymnastics competition this week. Aiden took part in three
different categories and was awarded two Gold medals and one Bronze
medal. He was then declared the overall winner in his age group securing
another Gold medal. Well done Aiden!
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Year 3 reenact the Greek Olympics

Year 3’s History topic on Ancient Greece was brought to life last week when we researched, planned and took part in our
very own Greek Olympics! The boys took part in 4 different events; discus, javelin, running and long jump. The winners were
crowned with homemade laurel wreaths. The boys had a fantastic time (although some were disappointed we didn’t stick with
Ancient Greek traditions regarding clothing!)
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Teddy brings home
the win for Ruislip
Rangers
Teddy in 4H plays for Ruislip Rangers 1st team. They took
part in the Wealdstone Summer Football Tournament on
Saturday against some incredibly tough and physical teams.
They did amazingly well, progressing through to the Plate
Final which went to penalties. They held their nerve, Teddy
taking an epic shot over the goalies head ensuring the win.
What a final!

Rien open-water
swimming for charity
Rien in 3L has an unusual hobby, he is an open-water
swimmer. In May, he swam 750 metres (30 lengths of a
swimming pool) at Merchant Taylors’ School. He swam
with his Dad and emerged from the water singing songs – a
champion in the making! Swimming is one of Rien’s favourite
things to do. He says he found the swim quite challenging but
thinks he can swim even further. His next target is an attempt
to swim 1000 metres at Moor Park lake on 16th July, which
his Dad thinks is possible, if ambitious, with some practice
and the correct nutrition. He raised £2,626 via his Just Giving
page in aid of Rennie Grove, which offers support to patients
with cancer and other life-limiting illnesses. Good luck Rien
and very well done so far. The Just Giving link is here, should
you wish to donate.
https://justgiving.com/fundraising/rienraja-stjohns
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A Magical Midsummer Evening cont...
Casting for this play began the week before February half
term, after which, commitment increased to two-hour
rehearsals on two days per week. Complicated aspects involved
careful planning with regards to tech, timing and logistics.
The backstage teams ensured a smooth production by setting
up the prop tables and organising costumes. Thankfully,
costumes and props were already available from our extensive
Drama Wardrobe. Radio microphones and key parts of the
sound system were obtained early on, enabling the crew to
begin planning their approach. The sound and tech team were
incredibly capable, taking on full responsibility for all checks,

keeping tabs on microphones, mixing and arranging sound, as
well as lining up musical elements.
We are all delighted with the production, and it was
very gratifying for all to see each element come together
so smoothly. Most rewarding of all was the tangible sense
of teamwork that developed through the creative process.
Remarkably, before each performance, there was a distinct
sense of purpose and calm. Like Shakespeare’s actors, we also
noted that as soon as the audience demonstrated their delight,
the boys began to play to the crowd! Well done everyone for
the fabulous teamwork.
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Senior Drama: the audience take their seats
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Senior Drama: the show begins
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Senior drama cont...
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Senior Drama cont...
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Senior drama: well done everyone
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A Magical Midsummer Evening with music

We were treated to an evening of enchanting incidental music to accompany A Midsummer Night’s Dream this week. Mr
Corin has been working hard this term with our team of very talented musicians, Daniel 8J, Rehaan, Krish and Remika in 7B,
Ayaan and Khyan in 6V and Aary in 5M to prepare the score, which was all expertly timed to the action. We heard fanfares,
magical fairy music and much more, all in different locations during the play. A special mention also for James in 7M who sang
(and danced) the role of Cobweb beautifully. It was a highly polished and very professional performance from our musicians,
many thanks to you all.
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Midsummer music cont...

Lucas’ competition
success

Lucas attended the Ruislip-Northwood Festival on 18 June
2022 and won the first place in the pianoforte 8 years and
under class. Well done Lucas.
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Psychedelic Stark in Year 4
Year 4 has been learning about an American artist called Jen Stark. She creates exciting, psychedelic drip art creations. The boys
had fun trying to re-create these onto canvas, using paint and permanent markers. 1. Paras is pictured in action. 2. The Jaguars
were first to complete. 3. Yuva has designed a ‘Jen Stark’ lava lamp. 4. Josh in Year 5 had fun creating his colourful abstract
painting. 5. Zain in Year 6 has completed his nail and string art piece.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Years 3 and 4 DT fun
1. The super stars in Year 3 put together the circuit for their egg mobiles. 2. Twiddling the wires to make sure they are nice and
straight needs a lot of our attention. 3. Year 4 have been making tall towers which will withstand the power of the wind. Do we
think Dev’s rolling technique will do the job? 4. Micah and Seb are thinking this through carefully, wider at the base I see.
5. The finished towers built under strict time conditions. Let’s look carefully and examine what makes the structures stand up
… or topple over. 6. The exciting bit, how close can we get the fan to our tall tower without it falling over? 7. Ronnie, do your
batteries have enough charge left?

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Year 3 and 4 DT fun cont...

5.

6.

7.
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U12A big win at St Alban’ cricket tournament
On Friday the U12 A team travelled to St Albans on a hot,
sweltering day to play in the U12 cricket tournament. The
schools taking part were, in our group, Lochinver, St Columba’s
and Westbrook Hay. In the other group, there was St Albans,
Beechwood Park, Aldwickbury and Heath Mount.

Our first game was against Lochinver. Kian J and Ahaan opened
the batting and got off to a good start. Ahaan retired in the 5th
over and Kabir came in at 3. Kabir scored a quick 25 which led
to him being retired. Ali came in and gave strike to Kian J so he
could hit the vital boundaries. At the end of our 8 overs, Kian
J hit 20 and this led to St John’s finishing on 79. We started off
well with a good first over from Kian P, and this was the trend
throughout the rest of our bowling. In the end, we won by
about 30 runs.

Our second match was against St Columba’s. Kian P
opened the bowling and went for 7 runs off his first over.

Then Remika came on and got hit for a couple fours but was
otherwise economical. Kabir came on and managed to break
the partnership of the opening pair. Kian J came on next over
and also took a wicket with a superb catch from George L.
Kush came on and was economical and Ahaan bowled well.
St Columba’s ended up on 48, we needed 49 to win. Kian J
and Ahaan came in and they started slowly. Ahaan ended up
getting out and Kian J quickly followed. That left Kabir and Ali
at the crease. Ali got out quickly and Kian P came in. Kian P
also went soon after. That left Remika and Kabir at the crease
with 1 over to go and 13 runs to win. Kabir was on strike and,
fortunately for us the bowler bowled 2 no-balls in the over and
both of them were put away for 4. Kabir had won the game for
us.

Our third match was against Westbrook Hay and we bowled
first. Kian P opened the bowling and got us off to a good start.
Shane then came on for his first over of the tournament. He
got hit for 14. Then Kabir came on and pulled the game back
in our direction. George L then came on and bowled a decently
economical over. Jimi came on to bowl the 4th over and was
also economical. Kian J then came on and also bowled a good
over that only conceded 3 runs. Ahaan followed and took a
wicket with a good catch from Kian J. And finally to end it off,
Kush and Kian P bowled two economical overs to finish. Then
it was our turn to bat. Kian J and Ahaan got off to a good start
but Ahaan got out and Kian J provided a base for the rest of
our innings. Kabir then accelerated on but unfortunately got
out in the 6th over. That meant Kian J and Ali needed to get 3
runs of the last over. Kian J ran a quick single on the first ball.
Then, fortunately for us, the bowler bowled a no-ball which
won us the game. Then, we had time to replenish our energy
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St Albans tournament cont...
After the win against St Albans, we were ready for our final
against Heath Mount. We were batting first. Kian J and Ahaan
opened the batting for the final time in the tournament and
Kian J hit 11 runs off the first over. Ahaan was starting slowly
so he gave most of the strike to Kian J. Kian J got out in the 4th
over. Ahaan and Kabir were left at the crease. Kabir batted really
well but unfortunately got out. Ahaan got out in the 6th over
after a very good innings for the team. Then Kian P came in
and hit 10 off 3 so we finished on 72. Report by Kian 7M

with lunch.
During lunch we found out who we were playing in the
Semi-Finals of the cup. Our Semi-Final was against St Albans.
We batted first and we had a batting collapse. Ahaan got out in
the second over by swinging at a good ball. Kabir ran himself
out. Kian J chipped one to square leg. Ali then got run out
as well. And Kian P got bowled. This left Remika and Kush
at the crease to try and get runs with 3 overs left as we were
25-4. Thankfully, Remika and Kush hit a lot of boundaries and
managed to scrape us 23 more runs so we finished on 48.
After that, we were left hopeless. All our heads were down
and our spirit gone until we received an inspirational team talk
from Mr Krüger. He said ‘celebrate every positive as if you have
won the game’. This team talk lifted our heads back up and our
spirit was back. Kian P got us off to the best start possible with
a wicket on the first ball of the match. From then on we kept
building up the pressure and wickets kept on falling. At the end
of the match St Albans finished on 28.
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U13 cricket against the Beacon
1st XI St Johns 176/4, The Beacon 107/10
In our final game we played The Beacon. Batting first on the
artificial wicket at home, we got off to a flying start, with
Zac smashing 3 sixes in 1 over and really setting the tempo.
Boundaries were coming thick and fast and once he was
dismissed, Nayan carried on scoring freely and made a fantastic
47. Ahaan supported him well with 29 retired and every batter
chipped in. We scored 176/4 off 20 overs. We bowled well
and took early wickets with KP and Aryan. The Beacon had
a middle order rebuild but never really threatened our score.
They finally finished on 107 all out. A great way to finish a
fantastic season.
3rd XI St John’s 99 for 2 The Beacon 80 for 1
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Colts cricket
Colts A v Haberdashers’. Haberdashers’ 60/6, St Johns 61/3
A comprehensive win for the Colts A team against
Haberdashers’. We started very well, bowling with good
consistency and control with Arjun only conceding 4 runs
from his 3 overs. Daanish picked up 2 wickets in his 3 overs
and Mehul rounded off a fantastic bowling performance by
taking 2 wickets in 1 over. We reduced Habs’ to 60/6 off 15
overs. Chasing the score down we lost early wickets and it was
a difficult start, the opposition bowlers bowled well and put us
under pressure. Khyan and Rian steadied the ship and batted
brilliantly under pressure. They rotated the strike well and
guided the team towards victory. Khyan was dismissed for 19
while Rian was 22 not out. We chased the score in 8.4 overs.
Great team performance, well done.
Colts B v St John’s Beaumont SJB 144, St John’s 125
On Friday the Colts B team played in the blistering heat
against a strong St John’s Beaumont side. St John’s bowled first
and restricted them to a score of 144 which was very good
considering how small the boundaries were. The wicket takers
were Tanay, Freddie, Laksh and Dhillan. It was now our turn to
try and chase the runs down, we started well despite some very
bad communication which led to 3 run outs. Neel and Bailey
held the batting order together creating a strong partnership.
Neel scored 15 runs and Bailey scored 35 runs. Aarush also
scored 14 runs very quickly to try and help us towards the
target. We ended up on 125. Overall, a very promising
performance and it was good to see that they never gave up.
Colts C v Haberdashers’ St John’s 87 for 4, Haberdashers’ 88
for 3
In a limited overs, hardball match it was decided to play 15
overs per side, with the option of dismissed batsmen returning
for a second innings if the whole side was out, and batsmen
retiring on 25 runs. Habs won the toss and elected to bowl
first. St John’s posted a really competitive 87 runs for 4 wickets
in their 15 overs, with Thomas M top scoring on 12.
Habs chased down this total in the 15th over, which made for
a very exciting finish. Great bowling put real pressure on the
home team and Mustafa and Noah both took wickets, and
there was a brilliant run out from Thomas. Habs won by 7
wickets, but the match felt much closer. Credit to all the boys
for their efforts in the stifling heat. Player of the match was
Thomas for his super all round contribution. Special mentions
also go to Taarun, who played his first match for the Cs, and
Hamza for stepping in at the last minute to help the team.

Colts D v St John’s Beaumont St John’s Northwood 246 for
8, St John’s Beaumont 268 for 7
St John’s School batted first and we played pairs cricket. Aariz
and Yuvraj opened the batting and we made a good start with
17 runs. All the pairs scored runs but Liam and Shrey did
particularly well getting the score up to 266. Our last pair
lost 4 wickets with three run outs and our score went down
to 246. St John’s Beaumont went into bat and it was clear to
see that the bowling and fielding from the St John’s players
had improved greatly since the start of the term. Shrey had an
excellent over, taking one wicket for 7. Yuvraj bowled very well
bar his last over, taking 4 wickets in his four overs. Iraj also
bowled well and around the field we took some good catches.
Iraj took a great catch and Yuvraj ran a player out with a great
direct throw. The match was very close, and it was only on the
last few overs that St John’s Beaumont passed our score. This
was an excellent match and what a great effort from the team.
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Colts cricket
Colts E vs St John’s Beaumont St John’s Northwood 95 for
0, St John’s Beaumont 58 for 4
It was a glorious day for the Colts E to take to the 1st XI wicket
to try and maintain their dominant form. After a delayed start,
we were well underway into this much anticipated pairs fixture.
Beaumont won the toss and elected to field, where we scored
95 for 0 with the bat, with runs coming from Thomas (9),
Max (9) and Keshav (12). We were confident we could turn
this score into a win, but still had some work to do in the field.
When bowling we were relaxed and enjoying the occasion,
bowling good line and length with the odd wide ball. Josh,
Thomas, and Joshua had tidy overs with wickets coming from
Max through a catch at mid off from Caiden, Leo taking the
bails off leg stump, Caiden bowling and catching the opposing
batter and a superb direct hit run out against from Leo. These 4
wickets helped us massively when containing Beaumont’s score
and we ended up winning by 57 runs, a convincing win. Very
well done boys!

Colts F v St John’s Beaumont St John’s won with 91 runs
On the hottest day of the year (hopefully not to be superseded!)
the Under 11 F Team played its first fixture. Beaumont batted
first and set a total of 70. Our boys bowled well with Vineel
getting very close to a maiden over and taking one wicket, and
Kyal also taking a wicket. The boys fielded well and avoided
the pitfall of costly overthrows. Harry and Vineel opened the
batting and ran aggressively, making a strong start. Several
boundaries came courtesy of them, and then also Aaron and
Ahmed, Aiden and Ananda, and Alex. Aiden made the biggest
haul with 17 runs. We finished up with a total of 91 and a
victory. Well done to everyone on their efforts.
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U9s cricket v Haberdashers’ 21st June

U9A Haberdashers’ 225/12, St Johns 255/5
Bowling first, we impressed throughout. Our line and length
was consistent and every boy contributed to keeping the Habs’
score down to 225. Dylann and Aarav both got 3 wickets,
Rian and Rahul picked up a brace each. This was supported by
brilliant fielding and 2 fantastic catches from Rahul and Yash.
Our batting was as solid as the bowling. We ran between the
wickets well and put value on our wickets, which was great to
see. Each pair combined nicely as we chased the score down
comfortably. We finished on 255 after 8 overs.

U9B Haberdashers’ 331 for 3, St John’s 268 for 9.
Outstanding players bowlers Arnav and Dev and batsman Paras
with 25 off 20 balls
U9C Lost by 86 runs
Co-captains Kaiyan and Sebastian won the toss, elected to
bowl and set the field accordingly. Habs’ scored 46 runs off the
first 2 overs. The boundaries were flying but St John’s slowly
started to take control of the game. They finished on 124 for
4. Unfortunately, Habs’ slower bowling got the better of us
limiting our runs and forcing us to play early, hitting the ball
upwards and giving them easy runs. We ended up losing by 86
runs but learnt a lot regarding running communication and
waiting for the ball to play late.

U9D
This was a thrilling match. Haberdashers batted first and
scored a very good score off 99. St John’s bowled very well
putting the pressure on Haberdashers. The wicket takers were
Jay, Oliver, Elliot, Aren 3, and Ryan. Overall, we didn’t bowl
many wides which helped keep the score down. It was St John’s
turn to try and chase the score and we started very well. Our
opening pair of Oliver and Jay put a huge performance and
setting the platform for the rest of the team to work off. The
pair hit a massive 42 runs between them. The rest of the team
kept the scoreboard ticking along nicely which helped us reach
our target. Overall a very good performance from everyone
involved and a great end to the season.

U9E St John’s 230 for 3, Haberdashers’ 247 for 2
St John’s batted first and any wides or no balls, the batsman
had the opportunity to hit the ball from a tee anywhere on the
pitch. From the overs they managed to score 20 runs which was
a great effort. They also ran very well between the wickets and
put pressure on the fielders. St John’s bowled and fielded well
but Haberdashers’ had some players who could really hit the
ball towards the boundary and score four runs. Aarav bowled
well and Nathan and Aubrey took a wicket each. However, in
the end the opposition batsmen were just too strong and were
able to score more runs than us. A good match to finish the
season.
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U8 cricket v The Beacon 16th June
U8A St John’s 62, The Beacon 57
A fantastic win for the U8A boys against a strong
Beacon team. Batting first, we got 64 runs, largely
down to fantastic running between the wickets and
some brilliant leg side pull shots. The defensive play
was great too and every boy impressed. Deven top
scored in the innings with 19 and Dilan got 14. In
reply, The Beacon started very well and put pressure
on our boys. Arjun picked up 2 vital wickets, as did
Deven, to stem the flow of runs. The match came
down to the last over and with Deven holding his
nerve, the boys won by 5 runs. Great start.

U8C
In the extreme heat on Thursday our U8Cs played The Beacon. St John’s bowled first and limited The Beacon to only 19 runs,
which is a great achievement. The wicket takers were Aayan, Lucas, Aaran and Niam. St John’s then went into bat and played
some great shots with excellent communication between the batsmen. The boys played extremely well and achieved a score of 41.
Well Played.
U8E the Beacon 355 for 2, St John’s 298 for 7
Outstanding players Bowler Benji, Batsmen Ansh 20 for 11, Zoravah 7 off 5
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Krüger Sports Camps

www.krugercamps.co.uk

SUMMER SPORTS CAMPS
5 CONSECUTIVE WEEKS STARTING ON THE 11TH JULY 2022
MON & TUE = CRICKET
WED & THU = FOOTBALL
FRI = COURT SPORTS
For more information go to www.krugercamps.co.uk
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Calendar & important dates
Saturday 25th June: Headmaster’s retirement Dinner
Tuesday 28th June: Junior Prize-Giving and Sports Morning
(9.15am-12.00pm)
Year 5 Trip to Whipsnade Zoo
Wednesday 29th June: ABRSM Examinations at St John’s
Year 8 HPV Vaccinations
Hillside Junior School Sports Day at St John’s (9.30am
-12.00pm)
Senior House Cricket

Thursday 30th June: Cricket v Haberdashers’: U8 A, B, C, D,
E (h) (2.15pm)
Year 6 Trip to Chessington
Year 8 Leavers’ Evening
Friday 1st July: Clubs and Activities end
Year 2 Surprise Outing
Last Swim at Merchant Taylors’
Year 5 & 6 House Cricket
Saturday 2nd July: Senior Prize-Giving (11.00am)
Picture of the week: Backstage
during A Midsummer Night’s
Dream was all about cameraderie
and teamwork.

Notices and reminders
Senior Drama: If you enjoyed our production of “A
Midsummer Night’s Dream” you might like to make a
donation to our School charity, Place to Be via the charity page
on the webiste

Senior Prize Giving Music: If your son has been asked to
perform the National Anthem by Mr Corin, he needs to bring
in his instrument on Friday 1st July for a rehearsal

ABRSM examinations this Wednesday 29th June: Please
remind your son to bring in his music and instrument, a
reminder of the timetable will be sent out on Monday

1st
3rd

Senior Prize-Giving Saturday 2nd July: A reminder that this
is a compulsory event for all boys in Years 5-8. Proceedings start
at 11.00am and all boys should be seated by 10.40am.

House Points:
Churchill 129.73,
Oates 122.56, 		

2nd
4th

Lincoln 127.56
Lawrence 120.75

Votes for Schools: Next week’s question: Has there been
positive change in schools since the protests of 2020?
Have a lovely weekend
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